Entropy has been a common index to quantify the complexity of time series in a variety of fields. Here, we introduce increment entropy to measure the complexity of time series in which each increment is mapped into a word of two letters, one letter corresponding to direction and the other corresponding to magnitude. The Shannon entropy of the words is termed as increment entropy (IncrEn). Simulations on synthetic data and tests on epileptic EEG signals have demonstrated its ability of detecting the abrupt change, regardless of energetic (e.g. spikes or bursts) or structural changes. The computation of IncrEn does not make any assumption on time series and it can be applicable to arbitrary real-world data.
Introduction
Nowadays, the notion of complexity has been ubiquitously used to examine a variety of time series, ranging from diverse physiological signals [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] to financial time series [10, 11] and ecological time series [12] . There there is not an established universal definition of complexity to date [13] . In practice, various measures of complexity have been developed to characterize the behaviors of time series, e.g., regular, chaotic, and stochastic behaviors [8, [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] . Among these studies, approximate entropy (ApEn) proposed by Pincus [16] is one of the most commonly used methods. It is a measure of regularity of chaotic and non-stationary time series [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] . It has been demonstrated that the more frequent similar epochs occur in time series, the lower the resulting ApEn is. As pointed out by Pincus [16] , AnEn indicates the generation rate of new information. Richman and Moorman later proposed the notion of sample entropy (SampEn) [8] that is conceptually inherited from ApEn but computationally counteract the shortcomings of ApEn. SampEn excludes self-matches of vectors and demonstrates relatively consistency [8, 24] .
In recent years, Permutation entropy (PE) has been widely applied to quantify the complexity of a variety of experimental time series [25, 26] , in particular physiological signal [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] . PE is robust to observation or dynamical noise, conceptually simple, and computationally extremely fast. These advantages make it suitable for analysing data sets of huge size without any preprocessing and fine-tuning of parameters. An intriguing feature of PE is that a time series is naturally mapped into a symbol sequence by comparing neighboring values. However, this ordinal pattern ignores the relative sizes of neighboring values. Recently Liu and Wang added a factor related to magnitude of consecutive values of time series into an mapping pattern vector, so that the epoches with an identical ordinal pattern can be discriminated [33] . This fine-graining partition makes the modified version of PE more sensitive to abrupt changes in amplitude, such as bursts and spikes [34, 35] . Another modified version of PE, is weighted-permutation entropy, introduced by Fadlallah and colleagues [36] . Similarly, they incorporated amplitude information into the pattern extracted from a given time series. As a result, their new scheme performs better when tracking the abrupt changes in signal. In addition, in PE only inequalities between values are considered and equal values are neglected. In practical, small random perturbations are added to break equalities. For some signals with quite a lot of equal values, e.g. heart rate variability (HRV) sequence, it is inaccurate to characterize the complexity of this signal by means of PE. Bian and his colleague [37] mapped all the equal values in an epoch into the same symbol as the equal value with the smallest index in this epoch. Results on HRV indicate that this scheme performs better for distinguishing HRV signals.
In this paper, we will introduce a new approach to measure the complexity of time series, termed increment entropy (IncrEn). We focus on the increments of signal as the increments of signal indicate characteristics of dynamic changes hidden in the signal. The basic idea is that each increment is mapped into a word with length of 2 letters, with a sign and its size coded in this word. Then we calculate the symbolic entropy of these words [38] [39] [40] [41] [42] . This scheme entails IncrEn an ability to detect either energetic change or structural changes. Moreover, it is of conceptual simplicity. We finally provide demonstrations of its various applications, and the tests on synthetic and real-world data indicates its effectiveness.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 addresses the notion of increment entropy; Section 3 shows its performance on synthetic trajectories and comparison with PE and AnEn (or SampEn); Section 4 shows its performance on real-world data, such as seizure detection. Section 5 includes the discussion and future works. Finally, we conclude our paper in section 6.
Increment Entropy
Consider a finite time series
, and construct an increment time series { ( )} vi 
The increment entropy of order 2 m  is defined as
where R is the quantifying resolution.
As usual, log is with base 2, thus H is given in bit. In this illustration, the size of increment is quantified in terms of the standard deviation of increment epoch and a coefficient. The word 1,2,1,4 has a replicated copy and its corresponding frequency is 2 / 8
. 
2 Simulation and results
We conducted a variety of simulations both on chaotic signals and on regular signals to examine
IncrEn. We compared IncrEn with PE and SampEn on these synthetic data in various aspects, such as reliability for detecting abrupt change, data length effect, and stability.
Results from chaotic time series
First, we demonstrate that IncrEn can effectively and accurately indicate the complexity of dynamical system using the well-known logistic map IncrEn of lower order is as IncrEn of higher order when appling to real-world data [25] .
We further examine the effects of Gaussian observational noise on IncrEn. Comparing Fig.1d with Fig.1c , it is obvious that IncrEn with Gaussian noise is entirely identical to that without Gaussian noise. As shown in Fig.1d , IncrEn, 8 
h
, only grows up slightly, compared to that without noise, even in low-period window. This is very distinct from PE as PE is relatively larger in the low-period window, e.g. period-4 and period-3 windows (see ref [25] Fig.2e ).
We calculate the mean and variance of the IncrEn of data with various length through taking 1000 time series produced by the logistic map with 4 r  to address the effect of data length N. In Fig. 3a h , c) 8 h , d) 8 h with Gaussian observational noise at standard deviations. 
Comparison with PE and SampeEn
The notion of increment entropy is motivated by the concept of permutation [25] 
Detecting energetic change and structural change
The synthetic data with impulsive spikes are usually used to illustrate the failure of PE for detecting abrupt change in amplitude in previous studies (see [33] Fig.1, [36] Fig.2a) . Either spike or burst in signal is one kind of energetic change in signal. In this paper, we demonstrated the performance of increment entropy on an entire regular time series and regular data interspersed either with a few amplitude amplified epochs (AMP.) or with a few amplitude attenuation epochs (ATT.), as shown in Fig.4a -c. To demonstrate the performance of IncrEn for detecting structural change, we synthesized a regular signal interspersed with a few reverse ordinal epochs (Struct.) too (Fig.4d) . As presented in the previous section, the variability of IncrEn is rather small, which is comparable to the performance of PE [25] . We further computed the variability of IncrEn, PE, and SampEn on a random time series, a Gaussian noise. As shown in Fig.5 
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 for data length W = 500 and 1000). In contrast, the track of SampEn is full of fluctuations (variance = 0.0337 and 0.0092, for W = 500 and 1000) even though the data length is much longer than 100, which is required for the calculation of SampEn [8] . This indicates that IncrEn performs as well as PE, and both of them are much better than SampEn in terms of their variability. Entropy has been an effective approach to be used to detect seizure from EEG signals [27, 33, 36] .
We calculate IncrEn of epileptic EEGs that contain a seizure and compare it with PE and SampEn. The data set is continuous scalp EEG sampled at 256 Hz, and data sets are available from the CHB-MIT database [43, 44] . The earliest EEG changes associated with each seizure are indicated by a clinical expert [43, 44] . We choose two different data sets to evaluate IncrEn for detecting dynamical changes in real time series. One contains a long seizure of 120 seconds and the other contains a short seizure of 10 seconds. The results for detecting a short seizure are presented in Fig.6 . A seizure in EEG signal begins at 1120s and ends at 1129s (see Fig.6a ). It is clear that IncrEn drops when the seizure occurs and remains yet much lower during seizure than before and after seizure (see Fig.6b ). IncrEn reaches the minimum at around 1123s. This is consistent with previous study that Entropy descends during seizure stage and increases when seizure ends [33, 45] . In contrast, PE becomes almost level for a long time after 1123s, irrespective of seizure (see Fig.6c ). SampEn falls sharply at initial phase of seizure, and rises at around 1123s. In comparison to PE and SampEn, the decrease of IncrEn overall captures the whole process of seizure, rather than only the initial part of seizure, and moreover, the drop corresponding to seizure is more evident. 
Discussion
To date, there is not a universal definition of complexity of time series. Most of measures of complexity monotonically increase with randomness, giving a lower value for regular sequences but the maximum for random sequences. Other definitions assign a lower value for both completely regular and pure random sequences, but give the maximum value for the intermediate stage [18, [46] [47] [48] .
However, from the point of view of predictability, neither chaotic sequence nor random sequence is predictable. Both of them are highly complex [13] . Our approach is an intuitive notion of complexity in that IncrEn grows up with increasing disorder, maximizing at random stage but minimizing at regular stage. On this respect, it is the same as PE and SampEn. IncrEn is lower for a regular sequence, higher for a random one, and intermediate for a chaotic one, thus is a measure of the degree of sequence predictability.
Our simulation has demonstrated that IncrEn is more sensitive not only to the subtle alternation of amplitude with identical structure, but to tiny modification of structure or pattern, as shown in Fig. 2 and Fig. 3 . This allows for accurately capturing the subtle changes hidden in sequences, irrespective of whether energetic or structural. As a result, IncrEn can be used to extract various features hidden in time series and to detect dynamical change in time series relating to internal or external factors.
In recent years, entropy has been an effective method to characterize and to distinguish the physiological signals across diverse physiological and pathological conditions, such as HRV abnormality [20, 21] , neural disorder [22, 49, 50] , gaits analysis [23] , etc. As shown in Fig.6 [25, 37] .
IncrEn exhibits robust to observational noise. As shown in Fig. 1e , the noise do not disturb the appearance of IncrEn, even in lower-period window where PE is higher and flips the case without noise (see Fig.2e in ref [25] ). The noise only causes a slight increase in IncrEn. Overall IncrEn with noise is consistent with that without noise (comparing Fig.1d and Fig.1e ). It suggests that IncrEn is suitable to analyzing noisy data.
The data length has a great impact on entropy computation [8, 16, 24, 25, 51] . Even though the data length is 100, the variance of IncrEn across different data length is small as shown in Fig.2 . We calculated the IncrEn, PE and SmapEn for a Gaussian noise sequence for the sake of comparison. Both
IncrEn and PE have quite a lower variance. In contrast, variance of SampEn is much higher as shown in Fig. 5 , although SampEn is largely independent of record length [8, 24] . This indicates that IncrEn is powerful tool for analyzing very short signals.
Conclusion
In this paper we present a novel measure to quantify the complexity of time series, as well as to characterize and distinguish the time series across regular, chaotic and random states. Results of a series of simulations and real data have illustrated the powerful function and the potential applications of IncrEn to reveal the characteristics of a variety of signals and to discriminate sequences across various conditions. Our approach has a wider dynamical range compared to the established PE and is more reliable than sampEn or ApEn. It is a promising method to characterize time series of diverse fields.
